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In My Horizontal Life, actress and stand-up comedian Chelsea Handler boldly recounted her

one-night stands-the good, the bad, and the disastrous. In this wickedly honest new work, she casts

the net wider with even funnier results, recalling the most noteworthy highs and lows of her life to

date--including her efforts to diversify by dating red-haired men, her obsession with midgets, and the

dog-sitting interlude in which her boyfriend became overly familiar with a Peekapoo.   Whether it's a

vacation with her dad during which he tells airline staff they're a honeymoon couple in order to get

an upgrade, or her elaborate attempts to convince her third-grade classmates that she's starring in a

Private Benjamin sequel, Chelsea lets it rip in these relentlessly entertaining essays. Displaying the

candor and irresistible turn of phrase that have earned her a recurring stint as a correspondent on

The Tonight Show as well as her own E! series, Chelsea Lately, this deliciously skewed collection is

a guilty pleasure. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Having seen Chelsea doing stand up and on Girls Behaving Badly, I was anxious to see how her

wicked sarcastic wit would translate into text. It's fantastic! A seriously gifted writer, who combines

funny and uninhibited raunchiness better than any woman. And it's not just the sheer ridiculous

circumstances she encounters. She reflects about her mindless journeys and the meaning of life in

such an amusing, self-deprecating and cynical manner.Filled with funny anecdotes, she has that

trashy comedienne's gift of saying everything we think about but are afraid to say. And she



manages to share absolutely horrifying events and somehow make them hysterical!There are some

hilarious and uncomfortable family situations. Her father was quite the provider of wisdom, selling

used junkyard cars out of their front yard, while making inappropriate sexual innuendos towards his

daughters.There's some really funny and humiliating youth debacles and misadventures. My

favorites; her embarrassing and preposterous fake celebrity elementary school tale, a LOL birthday

party for a friendless girl full of re-gifting, pretending to be honeymooning with her father in order to

upgrade to first class. The Mini-Me and Prison Break chapters are just classics. Frankly if she

wasn't successful, she may have ended up a basket case.At some points in a story, I laughed so

hard, my husband kept trying to steal the book from me. I didn't want the book to end. Everyone can

find something to relate to in one of these stories.If you are sensitive or quick to take offense, I

would pass on this one. If you have a repressed wild side, you'll dive in headfirst and relish her

antics and live vicariously through them.
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